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Abstract
Modulo scheduling is an effective code generation technique that
exploits the parallelism in program loops by overlapping iterations.
One drawback of this optimization is that register requirements
increase significantly because values across different loop iterations
can be live concurrently. One possible solution to reduce register
pressure is to insert spill code to release registers. Spillcode stores
values to memory between the producer and consumer instructions.

Spilling heuristics can be divided into two classes: 1)a posteri-
ori approaches (spill code is inserted after scheduling the loop)
or 2) on-the-fly approaches (spill code is inserted during loop
scheduling). Recent studies have reported obtaining better results
for spilling on-the-fly. In this work, we study both approaches and
propose two new techniques, one for each approach. Our new algo-
rithms try to address the drawbacks observed in previous proposals.
We show that the new algorithms outperform previous techniques
and, at the same time, reduce compilation time. We also show that,
much to our surprise,a posteriorispilling can be in fact slitghtly
more effective thanon-the-flyspilling.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.4 [Processors]: Code
generation/Compilers

General Terms Algorithms, Languages

Keywords Modulo scheduling, register allocation, spill code

1. Introduction
As the complexity of microprocessors continues to increasewith
each new generation, power consumption becomes a growing is-
sue. One possible solution is to use a simpler processor, such as
a very long instruction word(VLIW) architecture. These architec-
tures have been shown to provide a good compromise between per-
formance and power consumption. VLIW processors execute in-
structions in order. Therefore, performance relies heavily on the
compiler, and in particular, efficient code generation.

In recent years, VLIW architectures have become very popular
in the embedded DSP domain. In this context, multimedia appli-
cations and numerical code are the most commonly executed pro-
grams. For these applications, loops represent the majority of exe-
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cution time. Hence, code generation for cyclic code becomesa key
issue when considering compilers for VLIW-based systems. In this
area, software pipelining techniques have been shown to be very
useful to boost the execution performance of loops. To effectively
schedule loop bodies,modulo scheduling(MS) [15] has been shown
to achieve very good results.

MS increases parallelism by overlapping the execution of mul-
tiple iterations of a loop. New iterations can start withoutwaiting
for the previous iterations to finish. A new iteration can start af-
ter a constant number of cycles. This constant number of cycles
is known as theinitiation interval, or II . Since many iterations are
executed concurrently, register pressure increases because many in-
stances of the same instruction from different loop iterations may
be live concurrently. In this work we have assumed a file that uses
rotating registers [6] to deal with these lifetimes.

The use of cluster architectures is spreading to overcome de-
lays that arise due to the transmission of signals with respect to the
clock frequency [1]. For clustered processors, register pressure is
even higher because of several issues. First, some values may be
live in various clusters concurrently, therefore consuming one reg-
ister in each cluster. Moreover, computation may not be balanced
across clusters, thus some of the clusters will be responsible for
larger portion of the computation. This imbalance may result in
increased register pressure. Finally, inter-cluster communications
may increase the lifetime of some values.

Spill code reduces register requirements at the expense of in-
creasing memory traffic. Spilling a value means storing thatvalue
to memory. Then, the register where the value was being maintain
can be released between consecutive uses. Before the next use, the
value is re-loaded from memory.

Based on the phase of instruction scheduling where spill code is
inserted, spill algorithms can be divided into two main categories:
spill code a posteriori and spill codeon-the-fly. The former in-
serts spill instructions after scheduling the loop. The later adds spill
code during loop scheduling.On-the-flyspilling has more freedom
to spill. Besides, scheduling decisions can also take advantage of
register spilling. Therefore, it seems to have a bigger potential. In
fact, current state-of-the-art modulo scheduling techniques insert
on-the-flyspill code [5, 20]. We performed a thorough study of
previouson-the-flyspilling schemes. This study has motivated the
design of the new scheme described in this paper that overcomes
many of the drawbacks we found. At the same time, we have stud-
ied previousa posteriorispill algorithms and identified their main
limitations. Based on this study, we then developed an alternative
spilling scheme fora posteriorialso.

In this paper we present an evaluation of both techniques and
compare them against state-of-the-art spilling algorithms. Results
show that both schemes outperform previous approaches and,at
the same time, they reduce compile time. However, one surprising
result was thata posterori and on-the-fly techniques turned out



to achieve very similar results. In fact,a posterioriachieves even
slightly better performance.

In this work, we describe in detail both algorithms and report
the results obtained. We also analyze the the cause of why spill a
posterioriperforms better thanon-the-fly, and present an explana-
tion.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2
we give some back-ground on spill code, we define some basic
concepts and relate them with previous work. In sections 3 and 4
we propose two new spilling techniques, onea posterioriand one
on-the-flybased on our study of previous schemes. In section 5 we
evaluate the new algorithms and compare them with stata-of-the-art
heuristics. Finally, in section 6 we present the conclusions of this
work.

2. Spill code basics
For a given modulo scheduleS and a cyclec, we will let alive(c)
denote the number of values that are alive in cyclec. We then
define:

maxLive = max
0≤c≤II−1

{alive(c)}

and the cyclec where alive(c) = maxLive is defined as the
critical cycle, denotedCC. As was shown in [14],maxLiveis an
accurate approximation of the number of registers requiredby the
schedule. Hence, if the value formaxLiveis greater than the number
of registers in the microarchitecture (referred asn of reghereafter),
then the schedule is not valid. In order to reduce register pressure
we can add spill code, which involves storing values to memory in
order to release a register for a number of cycles. These values are
reloaded when a consumer instruction needs them. We will refer to
the store instructions inserted for spill purposes asspill-storesor
s-storesand to new loads asspill-loadsor s-loads.

There have been a number of approaches proposed to perform
register allocation and spilling for acyclic code. Heuristics based on
graph coloring [4] have been shown to be very effective. Unfortu-
nately, these schemes cannot be applied to modulo-scheduled loops
because values produced by multiple instances of the same instruc-
tion in a loop may be live concurrently. There have been some solu-
tions proposed to overcome these limitations [14], though they do
not allow for the insertion of spill code. In this paper, we focus on
spill code generation for modulo-scheduled code.

An alternative scheme to register spilling for modulo schedules
is to increase the II. In this case, the amount of overlap between it-
erations decreases and therefore fewer values are live concurrently.
However, reducing overlap also reduces the amount of parallelism.
In fact, the goal of modulo scheduling is to try to extract paral-
lelism by overlapping loop iterations. In addition, increasing the II
does not guarantee that we can produce a valid schedule. Thisis es-
pecially true for graphs with recurrences. On other hand, ifwe can
produce a valid schedule by inserting spill code, we can maintain
the II, but at the expense of increasing memory traffic. In general,
adding spill code is a better solution as has been shown in [12].

We can choose to generate spill code forvariablesor for uses.
Spilling for variables means storing a value to memory just after
producing the variable value and reloading it to a register for each
consumer instruction (see figure 1c). Alternatively, spilling for uses
means that the value is only loaded for a subset of its consumers
(see figure 1b). Therefore, the value has to be kept in a register for
some number of cycles. Both spill options are compared in [19]
where it is shown that spilling of uses outperforms spillingof
variables. Moreover, spilling of variables increases memory traffic
more than spilling of uses.

We define the time between two subsequent uses of a variable as
the inter-use time. This quantity will be used to help decide which

uses we will generate spill code for. Figure 1 shows more clearly
how we define inter-use times.

Some other important characteristics of a spill heuristic are:

• how to select the values to spill,
• how many values to spill, and
• how to schedule spill instructions.

All these features are heavily dependent on when spilling isper-
formed. We can generate spill code after scheduling (i.e., spill a
posteriori), or during scheduling (i.e., spill on-the-fly). We describe
these two different approaches, as well as the other characteristics,
next.

2.1 Spill code a posteriori

Spill codea posteriori is the name of a family of spill heuristics.
The main feature of these schemes is that spilling is considered only
after a loop is scheduled. These approaches can take full advantage
of the information provided by the schedule in order to identify for
whichusesspills will be inserted for.

On the other hand, modulo scheduling produces very compact
code, so it may be difficult to fit the new spill instructions within
the computed schedule. To address this issue, previousa posteri-
ori approaches compute a new schedule once spill code has been
added.

Usually, spill code is inserted for the consumer instruction pos-
sessing the longest inter-use lifetime (based on the schedule before
adding spill code). We can further tune the accuracy of this heuristic
if we weight the inter-use lifetime by dividing it by the number of
memory instructions that had to be added for the spill (denoted as
newMemTraf). In [19], it is also required that the selected inter-use
spans theCC.

Another important feature of ana posteriori spill code algo-
rithm is when to stop adding spills (i.e., how many spill candidates
are selected at a time). Since the new spill instructions have not
been scheduled yet, we do not know the actual register pressure.
Therefore, we have to estimate how many values need to be spilled.
One option is to add only one spill, then re-schedule the graph and
repeat the process until no further spills can be added or until a valid
schedule is found [12]. This approach prevents over-spilling at the
expense of more computation time. The opposite option is to add as
many spill instructions as possible, that is, until we saturate mem-
ory bandwidth [18]. This scheme is faster because re-scheduling is
performed only once. However, it over-spills (that is, it introduces
more spill code than it is really requiered) so memory trafficin-
creases significantly. For that reason, the resulting schedules are
not always beneficial. An hybrid option is to spill2k candidates at
a time (wherek is the number of times that we have re-scheduled
the graph) [16]. This approach is faster than spilling a candidate at
a time and does not introduce as many spill instructions as saturat-
ing memory bandwidth. Finally, a different approach is to assume
that the spill instructions will free a register during all the inter-
use times. Using this assumption, a new approximation ofmaxLive
is achieved. Then spilling will stop when the estimatedmaxLiveis
low enough (though when re-scheduling, the realmaxLivemay turn
out to be bigger) [19].

As discussed above, previousa posteriori spill techniques re-
schedule the loop after inserting spill code. When performing re-
scheduling, register pressure can be further reduced if we schedule
the s-stores as close as possible to the value-producer instruction
and s-loads as close as possible to the consumers. To achievethis
goal, previousa posteriorischemes scheduled spill instructions and
their associated producers/consumers as a single instruction-pair.
These instruction-pairs are more difficult to schedule, which can
lead to a longer schedule. In some cases, these instructionscannot
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Figure 1. Example: spilling for uses and spilling for variables.

be scheduled due to resource conflicts and then the II must be
increased.

2.2 On-the-fly spill code

On-the-fly spill code heuristics take into account registerrequire-
ments during loop scheduling. If, at a particular point of the parital
schedule, it is detected that register pressure is high, these schemes
can insert and schedule spill instructionson-the-fly, that is, at the
same time that they schedule the original loop instructions. The
main advantage to using this approach is that we may have more
flexibility scheduling spill instructions. A positive side-effect will
be that instructions in the original loop can be scheduled while tak-
ing into account the already scheduled spill instructions.Therefore,
instruction scheduling and register spilling can interactto produce
a better schedule.

To the best of our knowledge, there are only two techniques
that insert spill code on the fly for modulo scheduled loops,URA-
CAM [5] andMIRS[20].

• URACAM is an approach to performing instruction scheduling,
cluster assignment and register allocation in a single phase. The
main obective of this approach is to maintain a balance with
critical resources (i.e., communications, register and memory)
at each scheduling pass. In order to achieve this balance, a figure
of merit is defined which consists on a set of percentages. Each
percentage in the figure of merit is associated with a resource
and is assigned based on the pressure placed on that resource
during each scheduling step. This figure of merit is used to
compare partial schedules, selecting the most beneficial.

After an instruction has been scheduled,URACAMstudies
the benefits of applying spill code for each inter-use already
in the partial schedule by evaluating the figure of merit. The
amount of spill added at each step is only limited by the benefit
that is obtained (i.e., any inter-use lifetime that produces bene-
fits is spilled). Unlike traditional approaches,URACAMallows
spill instructions to be scheduled at any distance from their pro-
ducer/consumers.

• MIRS is a modulo scheduling algorithm with integrated on-
the-fly spill code generation and back-tracking. On-the-fly
spill code is inserted whenever the partial schedule reaches a
point wheremaxLive > 2 · n of reg. Regarding spill can-
didates, they are selected following the heuristics described
in [19]. However, unlike in [19], the new spill instructions
are not scheduled together with their producers/consumersas
instruction-pairs. They have some freedom to be scheduled fur-
ther apart. In particular, a spill instruction can be scheduled up
to 4 cycles away from its producer/consumer. If spill code does
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not reduce register pressure sufficiently, then back-tracking is
used and selected instructions are un-scheduled in order tore-
duce register pressure. In particular, the cycles in which the
un-scheduled instruction is executed have to spanCC. Thus,
maxLivecan be reduced by moving instructions, instead of by
spilling a value to memory.

3. On-the-fly spill code generation
In this section we describe a new technique to generate spillcode
on-the-flybased on our study of previous approaches. In this paper,
we will useURACAMas our reference technique. For this reason,
we first discuss some areas for improvement inURACAM.

The reason why we chose to start withURACAMas our base
case is because itson-the-flyspilling strategy is less restrictive, and
thus allows us to apply optimizations such as inserting spill code,
even before we detect an actual need for it.

3.1 Areas for improving URACAM

When inserting spill codeon-the-fly with URACAM we try to
anticipate register constraints and insert spill operations in ad-
vance. Thus, spill instructions can be added even ifmaxLive <
n of reg. But anticipating a spill can have some drawbacks. Since
the final schedule has not been computed yet, spilling is performed
with limited information which can lead to making uninformed



decisions. We can see an example of a poor decision being made
in figure 2. The graph on the left represents theDDG of a loop.
According to [11], nodes in this graph will be scheduled in al-
phabetical order. When nodeE is scheduled, the figure of merit
of URACAMmay suggest that introducing spill code for the edge
E → B (graph in the center) leads to a more balanced sched-
ule. This may saturate memory ports. Then, when instructionF is
scheduled, it is not possible to introduce a spill for edgeF → A.
This may result in an invalid schedule because edgeF → A has
the longest inter-use lifetime.

In fact, this may be a critical drawback. In loops with high reg-
ister requirements, there are often instructions at the endof the loop
that depend on values generated at the beginning of the loop.How-
ever, these dependencies are not visible in a partial schedule until
both the producer and the consumer have been scheduled. Since all
intermediate instructions would have been scheduled before, this
long dependency is not visible until a major portion of the loop has
been scheduled. Thus, the memory slots may have already been
used to schedule spill for uses that possess shorter inter-use life-
times.

3.2 New on-the-fly spill algorithm

In this section we present a new on-the-fly spill approach that
overcomes the problems we have highlighted above. The proposed
scheme makes two scheduling passes. The first pass tries to sched-
ule the loop without adding spill code. IfmaxLive ≤ n of reg,
then the schedule is already valid and we save compile time. If
insteadmaxLive > n of reg, we re-schedule the loop with on-
the-fly spill code generation. During this second scheduling pass,
the spill heuristics are guided by information obtained from the
first computed schedule. For that reason, instructions are scheduled
following the same strategy used in the first pass so that bothsched-
ules are as similar as possible. The difference with the firstpass is
that after scheduling an instruction, adding spill code is considered.
More specifically, spill instructions can be inserted in twocases:

1. maxLive > n of reg:
If, during a partial schedule, we detect thatmaxLive >

n of reg, we look for spill candidates within the current partial
schedule. The fact is that the to-be scheduled instructionscan
only increase register pressure, so sooner or later we will need
to spill some of the already scheduled values to memory.

To schedule these spills, we use thea posteriori spilling
scheme described in section 4 (without re-scheduling), butap-
ply it to the already-scheduled subgraph instead of to the whole
graph. Our objective here is to try to strike a compromise be-
tween inserting spill instructions late during scheduling(so that
the s-loads and s-stores do not interfere with the original mem-
ory instructions). We can then insert spill instructions early dur-
ing scheduling (so that spill instructions can be scheduledin the
most suitable slots and then the rest of the instructions to be
scheduled can take advantage of this knowledge).

Note that if register pressure cannot be decreased enough
such thatmaxLive ≤ n of reg, then we can stop trying to
schedule. We then will increase theII and re-start the schedul-
ing process. This helps to reduce compile time.

2. Estimation of register requirements
An important feature of on-the-fly spill code generation is

that it allows for the insertion of spill code even before detecting
an actual need for it so that instruction scheduling can adapt to
the new situation. For that purpose, we need to anticipate that
the final schedule will be register constrained. Otherwise,we
could be over-spilling.

Next, we will define some concepts that we use to anticipate
that the final schedule will be register constrained. We define the

lifetime of a scheduleS, lftms(S), as the sum of the individual
lifetimes for each value:

lftms(S) =
X

v∈S

lftm(v)

Note that if

lftms(S) > II · n of regs

then

maxLive > n of regs

In our spilling heuristic, we estimatelftms(S) for the fi-
nal schedule. Whenever this estimation satisfies the previously
mentioned relation:lftms(S) > II · n of regs we will antic-
ipate that the final schedule will be register constrained and we
will insert spill code.

Hence, we need to estimatelftms(S)for the final schedule.
However, some instructions have not been scheduled yet. For
these instructions, we will assume that they will be scheduled in
the same cycle where they were placed in the first pass schedule.
We will refer to this cycle as theestimated cycle. Now, we can
estimate the lifetimes of all instructions and therefore wecan
also estimatelftms(S)for the final schedule.

Then, if lftms(S) > II ·n of regs we will anticipate spill
code for the consumers with the longest inter-use lifetimes. If
both the producer and the consumer of the value are scheduled,
we can schedule the spill instructions and reduce the estimation
of lftms(S). If any of them is not scheduled yet, we will only
reserve the memory slots required to introduce the spill instruc-
tions. In that case,lftms(S)is reduced assuming that the inter-
use will be spilled for its whole estimated lifetime. When both
the producer and the consumer are scheduled, we will schedule
the spill instructions (if still required).

We iterate through this process until the estimation

lftms(S) ≤ II · n of regs

or until no further spill can be introduced.
Note that this algorithm will tend to insert less spill code

than may be needed since it only estimateslftms(S). Since it is
only an estimate, we are conservative in order to prevent over-
spilling.

After inserting spill code on-the-fly we proceed with the loop
schedule. The next scheduled instructions will have more free-
dom in order to take advantage of the new spill code operations.
More specifically, when scheduling a node we consider holding off
scheduling the instruction so that it can obtain its operands from
an s-load instead of from the producer operation. Then, we select
the cycle that further reduces register requirements. If some node
is then scheduled far from the estimated cycle, the estimation pro-
duced for the remaining nodes can also be imprecise. To prevent
this from happening , if:

|real cycle(ins) − estimated cycle(ins)| > II

we re-compute the estimated cycle for the instructions thathave not
yet been scheduled. However, this occurs for less than 10% ofthe
graphs that need spill code.

4. NoRPS
As was discussed in section 2.1, previously proposeda posteriori
spilling schemes re-schedule a whole loop after inserting spill in-
structions. The reason for re-scheduling is that modulo schedules
tend to be compact and so it may be difficult to find candidate slots
for the insertion of new memory instructions.

In this work we propose a new scheme that adds spill code
a posterioriwithout re-scheduling the loop. Spill instructions are
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scheduled at the point in time that they are added to the schedule
(NoRPS stands forNo Re-scheduling Posteriori Spill). In order to
reduce register requirements, spill code is usually inserted for con-
sumers whose inter-use lifetime is long (in terms of the number of
cycles). Since there is considerable space between two consumers,
it is almost always possible to schedule the spill instructions with-
out re-scheduling the loop. In fact, scheduling spills without re-
scheduling the loop has some advantages, as we will see. Next, we
will describe an example that illustrates some of these benefits.

4.1 Motivating example

Assume we have an architecture with two memory ports and 12 reg-
isters (for illustration purposes only). Assume also that instructions
in our example system incur the following latencies: one cycle for
each add, two cycles for each memory instruction and eight cycles
for each division. At the top left corner of figure 3 we show thecode
for a simple loop. Beneath it we present the associated data depen-
dence graph (DDG). Each node in theDDG represents one instruc-
tion in the loop, and each edge represents a dependency between
two instructions. Inside each node we describe the instruction ex-
ecuted, and in parentheses, the cycle where it has been scheduled
(assuming anII = 3).

In tablea in figure 3, we show the lifetimes of all of the values
for the schedule, before considering spill code. The secondcolumn
titled aliv represents the number of values that are alive during each
cycle. For this schedule,maxLive = 14 (which is greater than
the number of registers available), so we need to add spill code.
We will select the edgeA + + → StA because it has the longest
inter-use lifetime. We denote loads and stores associated with spills
assld andsSt. Next, we schedule the spill instructions without re-
scheduling the whole loop. We want to schedule thesldas close as
possible toStA, which in this example is cycle 10 (≡ 1 mod 3).
However, both memory ports are used at modulo cycle 1 by the
two loads of the original loop code iteration. Therefore, wehave to
move the load one cycle back in the schedule to cycle 9. For the
associatedsSt, we want to schedule it as close as possible toA++ .
Again, the first candidate is cycle 1, but we have to movesStone
cycle forward to cycle 2 due to resource conflicts.

The resulting register requirements of each instruction after in-
serting the spill instructions (without re-scheduling theloop) are
shown in tableb of figure 3. Since we have not re-scheduled the
loop, the only differences correspond to the value spilled,A++ . In
cycle 2, we storeA++ to memory. However, we still need to keep

the value in a register an additional cycle longer due to the self-
dependency. Therefore,A++ is live from cycle 0 to cycle 3. Note
that moving thesStfrom cycle 1 (where we would have liked to
have placed it) to cycle 2 (where we finally placed it) has no ef-
fect on register pressure. We have also scheduled thesld in cycle 9.
Therefore, the value produced byA++ does not need to be in a reg-
ister from cycle 3 to cycle 9, saving 6 lifetimes, 2 per cycle of the
modulo schedule. Hence, we obtainmaxLive = n of reg. Note
that for sld, a register is required from cycle 9 (where it is sched-
uled), to cycle 12 whereStA is. For this instruction, scheduling it
one cycle earlier (cycle 9) the ideal cycle (cycle 10) increases its
lifetime by one cycle.

Next we will see what would happen if we re-schedule the
whole loop with the new spill instructions. According to theorder-
ing proposed in [11], priority is based on path length. The schedul-
ing order works in a bottom-up fashion. Therefore, the ordering for
the original instructions would beStA, +, /, ldA, A++, ldB, B++,
StB. As we mentioned in section 2.1, when re-scheduling the loop,
spill instructions are scheduled together with consumer/producer
instructions as instruction-pairs. Thus, theStA would be sched-
uled again in cycle 12. Thesld would take advantage of the re-
scheduling and it would be placed closer to its consumer in cy-
cle 10, reducing its lifetime one cycle with respect to the non-re-
scheduling approach.

The / would be scheduled again in cycle 3, and theldA in
cycle 1. TheA++ could be scheduled in cycle 0, but it has to
be scheduled together with its store. Since both memory ports are
already occupied in cycle 1, we have to moveA++ one cycle back
to cycle -11, such that thesStcan be scheduled in cycle 0. Then
the ldB has to be scheduled in cycle -1 because memory ports are
saturated in cycles 1 and 0. Therefore,B++ also needs to be moved
earlier in the schedule to cycle -2. Finally, theStBwould be placed
in cycle 11.

We present the register requirements of the new schedule in
table c. As we can see,maxLive > n of reg. Since memory
ports would be saturated, no further spilling would be possible. As
a result, the II would have to be increased.

4.2 Analysis of the motivating example

Next, we will look in more detail at the differences between the
two differenta posterioriapproaches used in the example: the re-
scheduling and the non-re-scheduling approaches.

1. If the loop is re-scheduled, instructionsld is scheduled together
with its consumerStA, which reducessld’s lifetime by one cycle
with respect to the non-re-scheduling approach. This is one
of the positive consequences of re-scheduling. Spill loadsare
placed closer to its consumers.

2. When instructionA++ is re-scheduled, it is moved one cycle
earlier in the schedule because it has to be scheduled together
with sStas an instruction pair. However, placingsStcloser to
A++ does not produce any benefit on register pressure because
A++ is alive for 3 cycles anyway due to its self-dependency. In
this case, re-scheduling has not reduce register pressure.On the
other hand, movingA++ one cycle earlier increases the length
of the schedule. Hence, in this case re-scheduling has a negative
effect.

3. During re-scheduling, instructionldB has to be moved 2 cy-
cles earlier from its original scheduling position becausethere
are other memory instructions (the spill instructions) already
scheduled. This increasesldB’s lifetime by 2 cycles. In addition,
instructionB++ has to be moved 2 cycles later in the schedule

1 The cycle can be negative because we are doing a modulo schedule.



too, which in turn increasesB++ ’s lifetime (and the length of
the schedule) by an additional two cycles.

These 3 points have illustrated the main differences between re-
scheduling and not re-scheduling. First, when a re-scheduling step
is performed, spill instructions are scheduled closer to their pro-
ducers/consumers. In the case of an s-load, this often helpsreduce
their lifetimes. In the case of a store, it does not always reduce
the producer-instruction lifetime because there may be another con-
sumer scheduled between the store and the consumer for whichwe
have spilled. Second, when re-scheduling the original memory in-
structions of the graph, there may already be some spill instructions
scheduled, which can cause the original memory instructions to be
scheduled further from their producers/consumers. This policy may
be worse than moving spill instructions because it also affects other
original loop instructions, and can increase the length of the sched-
ule. The last important difference between both schemes is related
to the strategy used to schedule the spill instructions during the
re-scheduling step. These instructions are scheduled as instruction-
pairs with its associated producers/consumers. These instruction-
pairs are more complex to schedule. Therefore, re-scheduling can
increase the length of the schedule and also the II.

In addition, by not re-scheduling the loop, we can also enjoy
other advantages. For instance, since all of the original loop in-
structions are already scheduled and they will not be moved,we can
compute the exact benefit of spilling a certain candidate. Therefore,
we can more precisely select the instances of where to insertspill
code. We define our selection heuristic in the next subsection.

4.3 Selecting spilling candidates

Before describing our selection policy, we first introduce some new
terms to help quantify spill characteristics.

Given a particular cyclec of the schedule, we definedalive(c)
as the number of live values in cyclec. In our previous example in
figure 3, we show the value foralive(c) in the second column from
the right in tablesa,b,c. If alive(c) > n of regs then:

n of spills(c) = alive(c) − n of regs

which indicates the number of values that need to be spilled.In the
example we show then of spills in the right-most column of tables
a,b,c. Given a scheduleS, n of spills(S)will be sum of the number
spills found in each cycle ofS:

n of spills(S) =
II−1
X

c=0

spills(c)

Therefore, for the example shown in figure 3, we have 3 spills for
the original schedule, 0 spills after inserting spill code without re-
scheduling, and 2 spills for the re-schedule.

Now we can describe the metric that will be used to determine
the spill priority. First, we compute the total number of spills in
the scheduleS. Then, for each register dependency, we compute
the cycle where a s-load could be scheduled and the cycle where
a s-store could be scheduled. Then, for each register dependency
we assume that the corresponding spill store and load have been
scheduled in the previously mentioned cycles and we computethe
new number of spills that would remain in the resulting schedule
S′. We select the candidate that further reduces the number of
spills, divided by the number of new memory instructions added:

max



n of spills(S) − n of spills(S′)

newMemTraffic

ff

Let us illustrate this metric with the example presented in figure 3.
As mentioned above, thesld can be placed in cycle 9 and thesSt
placed in cycle 2. Thus, we can save the lifetime between cycles 3
and 9, that is, we can reducealive(c) by two in each cycle. Thus,

the resulting schedule would have 10, 12, 11 live values in each
cycle (tableb), which means 0 spills. The reduction in the number
of spills is therefore 3. Since we have to add both sSt and sld
instructions, we assign thevalueof the metric to be 3/2. In case of a
tie in this first metric (as would be the case between dependencies
A + + → StA and B + + → StB, we select the use with the
longer inter-use lifetime.

Once the spill instructions are scheduled, we update the cycles
where s-stores and s-loads can be scheduled and the metric for all
uses. We iterate over this process untilmaxLive ≤ n of reg. If
we find we cannot further improve the schedule during this process,
we re-schedule the loop with the new spill instructions. During re-
scheduling, we try to schedule the spill instructions as close as pos-
sible to their producer/consumer. To achieve this goal, spill instruc-
tions are scheduled just after their associated producer/consumer
have been scheduled. However, they do not have to be scheduled
together as an instruction-pair. Therefore, in some cases they are
separated.

In the case where re-scheduling does not produce a valid sched-
ule, we have to increase the II. Then, all the spill instructions added
are removed in the hope that by using higher II, the loop can be
scheduled without adding spill code.

5. Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the spill techniques describedin this
paper:MIRS, URACAM, NoRPSandnewOF(newOFdenotes our
new scheme that inserts spill code on-the-fly). In our evaluation,
we use more than 4000 loops taken from the SPECFP2000 suite.
In particular, we have selected only the loops present in the10 for-
tran benchmarks in the suite. We chose not to evaluate the C pro-
grams because, due to C’s complex memory disambiguation, there
are a significant number of memory dependencies that cause recur-
rences. Hence, for these programs, recurrences limit the benefits of
modulo scheduling, independent of the particular registeralloca-
tion and spilling technique used. To generate theDDGs for these
loops, we have used the ORC compiler [10], with unrolling dis-
abled, and levelO3optimization. We have also used ORC to obtain
loop execution frequencies and the average number of iterations
executed for each loop.

Clustered architectures have been used in some commercial sys-
tems [17, 8, 13, 7, 9]. In this paper we consider three different
clustered architecture configurations (other configurations that we
tested exhibited similar trends): two that can issue up to 6 instruc-
tions per cycle and two that can issue up to 12 instructions per cy-
cle. We also study a non-clustered (i.e., unified) configuration. In
the clustered configurations, each cluster is supplied with1 integer
functional unit, 1 floating point unit, 1 memory port and 16 regis-
ters. In table 1, we present the latencies assumed for the different
instructions. Next we describe the four configurations tested:

1. unified32r: A unified configuration with 2 integer functional
units, 2 floating point units, 2 memory ports and 32 registers.
(Issue 6).

2. 2c1b1l32r: A 2-cluster configuration with one 1-cycle latency
bus for inter-cluster communication and 32 registers. (Issue 6).

3. 4c1b1l64r: A 4-cluster configuration with one 1-cycle latency
bus for inter-cluster communication and 64 registers. (Issue 12).

4. 4c2b1l64r: A 4-cluster configuration with two 1-cycle latency
buses for inter-cluster communication and 64 registers. (Issue
12).

All spill algorithms are evaluated using the same instruction sched-
uler. More specifically, we utilize theswing modulo scheduler[11],
though other approaches could also be used. For the clustered archi-
tectures, before scheduling the loop, theDDG is partitioned using
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Figure 4. IPC for the different spill techniques and different configurations.

II sum integer fp
arith 1 3
mem 2 2
mul/abs 2 6
div/sqrt 6 18

Table 1. Latencies assumed for the instructions.

a multi-level strategy oriented towards modulo scheduling[2, 3].
For implementingMIRS, there are some user-defined parameters
specified. For these parameters, we have used the values reported
by Zalameaet al. [20].

5.1 Performance Evaluation

In figure 4, we show the IPC (average number of instructions com-
mitted per cycle) obtained for the 10 fortran SPECFP2000 bench-
marks using the different spill techniques. The first important con-

clusion is that the two heuristics presented in this paper outperform
previously proposed spilling schemes for all configurations and for
all programs (except for 200.sixtrack, which is recurrencecon-
strained and obtains almost the same performance for all spilling
techniques).

With respect toURACAM, we only report results for the uni-
fied architecture with 32 registers. The reason why we choosenot
present results for the clustered configurations is thatURACAMap-
plies additional transformations (besides spilling) for clustered ar-
chitectures that may lead to very different schedules. Hence, the
differences reported may not necessarily be related to moreeffi-
cient spill code generation. Therefore, the comparisons would be
unfair and inconsistent. ForURACAMequipped with 32 registers,
the average speed-up of the proposed schemes (with respect to
URACAM) is close to 5%. As we anticipated in section 2.2, the
spilling algorithm used byURACAMoften fails to spill the longest
inter-uses because it has already filled all memory slots with other
spill instructions. Moreover, this approach sometimes inserts spill



II sum unified32r 2c1b1l32r 4c1b1l64r 4c2b1l64r
mirs 23786 25380 18749 17915
newOF 23695 25282 18494 17737
norps 23548 25093 18503 17732

Table 2. Sum of the II of all the loops for the different spill
techniques and the different configurations.

SL sum unified32r 2c1b1l32r 4c1b1l64r 4c2b1l64r
mirs 81653 87110 77005 76876
newOF 77196 82824 75675 75722
norps 77523 82358 75857 75618

Table 3. Sum of the length of the schedules of all the loops for the
different spill techniques and the different configurations.

instructions before they are actually needed. For this technique, ag-
gressive spill insertion sometimes results inover-spilling, and sig-
nificantly increasing memory traffic.

With respect toMIRS, the differences are smaller. The average
speedup of the proposed techniques is 4% for the 6-issue config-
urations, and 3% for the 12-issue configurations. For the 4-cluster
configurations, the speed-up is slightly lower for two reasons. First,
register pressure is not as critical because we use 64 registers. Sec-
ond, the 4-cluster configurations also suffer from communication
constraints. Since we use the same graph partition algorithm for
all schedules, the differences are reduced. Another important issue
to consider is thatMIRSuses back-tracking to produce the sched-
ule, while the two proposed techniques andURACAMdo not. This
fact improvesMIRSschedules, at the expense of a higher compi-
lation time. In particular, we have measured that compilation time
for MIRSand find that it approximately doubles compilation time
versus the other two schemes. The main reason why the two new
schemes outperformMIRS is due to the metric used to select the
spill candidates. InMIRS, spill candidates are selected according
to the number of cycles between two successive consumers of the
same value (without taking into account the cycle in which the spill
instructions can be scheduled). Hence, this approach does not take
into account the memory conflicts that will arise when schedul-
ing the new spill instructions and relies on back-tracking to sched-
ule them in an appropriate cycle. On the other hand,NoRPSand
newOFinsert spill code while taking into account the impact of the
scheduling of the new instructions. Another difference is thatMIRS
only requires the spilled value to be spilled to spanCC, whereas
NoRPSandnewOFuse a more precise estimate, based on the im-
pact that spilling a particular candidate will have.

Finally, when we compare the two proposed spill heuristics
(newOFandNoRPS), we see that the performance differences are
very small. The IPC obtained by the approaches is almost the same.
For these two approaches, the spill candidates are chosen based on
the same metric. Therefore, the spill instructions inserted are often
the same. The main difference is thatNoRPSinserts spill instruc-
tions a posteriori, whereasnewOFinserts spill instructions on-the-
fly. Hence, in most cases the differences between the two sched-
ules are tied to the cycles where particular instructions are sched-
uled. This results in very small schedule differences. In some cases
(wheremaxLiveis only slightly bigger thann of regs), this small
difference may lead to a better schedule for one of the techniques.
In general,NoRPSis slightly better because, as we explained in
section 4, it assigns higher priority to original memory instructions
than to memory spill instructions. Nevertheless, the final IPC dif-
fers less than 1% on average. Comparing the sum of theII’s and
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Figure 5. Percentage of spill instructions added on-the-fly and a
posteriori withMIRSfor the different configurations.

the sum of the lengths of the schedules obtained withnewOFand
NoRPS(tables 2 and 3, respectively), we can see that the differ-
ences are small. In fact, for the 4c1b1l64r configuration,newOFob-
tains better results. However,NoRPSperforms better in some loops
that have a bigger impact on IPC and so performance is higher for
NoRPS.

The main conclusion here is thata posteriorispilling can pro-
vide a spill code picture as accurate as on-the-fly spilling.This re-
sult was a bit unexpected.

If we carefully study theMIRS approach, we will see that it
is very similar to ana posteriori spill technique. To further sup-
port this conclusion, we present figure 5. We will refer to spill
instructions inserted during loop scheduling ason-the-fly spill in-
structions, whereas the spill instructions inserted after scheduling
the original loop instructions will be referred to asa posteriori
spill instructions. (SinceMIRSincludes back-tracking, some origi-
nal loop instructions may later be un-scheduled. However, we con-
sider a spill instruction to be ana posteriorispill instruction if it
is inserted after having produced a schedule where all the origi-
nal instructions of the loop are scheduled). As we can see in fig-
ure 5, the percentage of on-the-fly spill instructions is low; approx-
imately 90% of the spill instructions are inserteda posteriori. In
order to introduce on-the-fly spill instructions,MIRSrequires that
maxLive > 2 ·n of reg for a given partial schedule. This means
that when spill instructions are added on-the-fly, registerpressure is
very high for the partial schedule. With added register pressure, it
may be more difficult to produce a valid schedule, even if we insert
spill code. In fact, when we reachmaxLive > 2 · n of reg, we
often have to increase the II. Therefore, most of the spill instruc-
tions added byMIRSare added once a first complete schedule of
the original loop has been produced.

Previousa posterioriapproaches did not perform as well ason-
the-flyschemes. We will further explore the causes for this in the
next sub-section.

5.2 Further analysis of a posteriori spilling

As previously discussed in section 4, the key novelty ofNoRPS
with respect to othera posterioriapproaches is that a loop is not re-
scheduled after inserting spill code instructions. We maintain that
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Figure 6. Average for all the programs of the ratio of dynamic
memory accesses with respect toNoRPSfor the different spill
schemes and the different configurations.

most of the time it is possible to schedule spill instructions without
re-scheduling the whole loop because the spill instructions are
usually inserted for long lifetimes. To check whether this intuition
holds, we computed the percentage of loops for which a valid
schedule was obtained without re-scheduling over the totalnumber
of loops that needed spill code. We have observed that for 90%of
the instances where spill code was inserted, the loop did notneed
to be re-scheduled. Therefore, re-scheduling is not essential.

We obtain a few advantages by not re-scheduling. First, the re-
sulting schedules are shorter because the instructions have been
scheduled with fewer conflicts. However, for modulo scheduling,
the length of the schedule has a limited impact on performance.
Another positive consequence of not re-scheduling was in the ex-
ample shown in figure 3 in section 4. If the insertion of spill in-
structions cause non-spill memory instructions present inthe loop
to be scheduled later, this can increase lifetimes for the original
memory instructions, and may also increase the lifetimes ofother
instructions in the loop. Finally, the metrics used to insert spills are
more precise when no re-scheduling is performed because they can
exactly measure the impact of a particular spill insertion.

On the other hand, if we do not re-schedule, we may find it more
difficult to find a suitable slot to schedule a spill instruction. For that
reason, in case a valid schedule has not been found,NoRPSallows
for re-scheduling to be performed. However, the re-scheduling al-
gorithm is different from previousa posterioriapproaches. In pre-
vious schemes, spill instructions were scheduled togetherwith their
producers/consumers as instruction-pairs. This makes finding an
appropriate slot more difficult and the II may have to be increased
due to resource conflicts. Using our modified re-scheduling algo-
rithm, we try to place spill instructions as close as possible to their
producers/consumers, but not necessarily back-to-back.

5.3 Memory traffic

In figure 6, we compare the memory traffic of the schedules gener-
ated with the different spill schemes for each configuration. In par-
ticular, we have measured the ratio of dynamic memory accesses
with respect to the number of dynamic memory accesses produced
with the NoRPSapproach. In the figure we present the averaged

ratios of the programs evaluated. The main conclusion is that the
differences are small (in most of the cases around 1% and for all
the cases under 3%).

The spill technique that produces the greatest number of mem-
ory accesses isNoRPS. This is due to the fact that, in general, this
spill heuristic achieves a lowerII . This comes at the expense of in-
serting more spills. However, for the 4c1b1l64r configuration, the
sum of theII of newOFwas lower than forNoRPS, and the number
of memory accesses is still smaller fornewOF. ThenewOFtech-
nique produces fewer memory accesses because when spills are
inserted on-the-fly, the spill instructions can be scheduled closer
to their producer/consumers. Therefore, shorter lifetimes are pro-
duced and fewer spills are required. In fact for 3 of the 4 configu-
rations reported,newOFgenerates the least memory traffic.

6. Conclusions
In this work, we have described two new spill code generation
schemes. Our new proposals are based on a thorough study of the
benefits and drawbacks of previous techniques for bothon-the-fly
and a posteriori spill approaches. Our new schemes outperform
previous state-of-the-art techniques for register spilling. However,
one unexpected result in this work is that we found that our scheme
that inserts spill code a posteriori and our scheme that inserts spill
on-the-fly obtain almost the same performance. In recent work, on-
the-fly techniques were reported to obtain better performance. We
have studied the reasons why the proposeda posteriori scheme
achieve similar schedules than on-the-fly, while previous proposals
did not. The key difference is that a loop is not re-scheduledafter
spill code is inserted. We have shown that this has some advantages.
The most important benefit is that it allows for a very preciseesti-
mation of the effects that spilling a selected use can have. Hence,
the metric used provides more accurate spilling. The proposed on-
the-fly algorithm uses the same metric. However its performance
is slightly lower than thea posteriori scheme, due mainly to the
benefits obtained by scheduling spill instructions at the end.
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